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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

THE SHAWNEE ALIGNMENT SYSTEM:
APPLYING PARADIGM FUNCTION MORPHOLOGY
TO LEXICAL-FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR’S M-STRUCTURE
Shawnee is a language whose alignment system is of the type first proposed by Nichols
(1992) and Siewierska (1998): hierarchical alignment. This alignment system was
proposed to account for languages where distinctions between agent (A) and object (O)
are not formally manifested. Such is the case in Shawnee; there are person-marking
inflections on the verb for both A and O, but there is not set order. Instead, Shawnee
makes reference to an animacy hierarchy and is an inverse system. This thesis explores
how hierarchical alignment is accounted for by Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), and
also applies Paradigm Function Morphology to LFG’s m(orphological)-structure as most
of the alignment system in Shawnee is realized in the inflectional morphology.
Keywords: alignment, inflection, Lexical Functional Grammar, Shawnee, Paradigm
Function Morphology
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Section 1: Introduction
Shawnee is a language that displays hierarchical alignment, which is an alignment system
in which there is no formal distinction between agent and object and the grammar makes
reference to a hierarchy to distinguish arguments. In Shawnee, much of the alignment
system happens in inflectional morphology. However, there still needs to be an interface
with syntax. Lexical Functional Grammar is a nontransformational grammar that is great
for handling non-configurational languages. Drawing upon data from Shawnee, I show
how inflectional morphology is applied to syntax. I use Paradigm Function Morphology
to interface between morphology and syntax.

Copyright © Nathan Russell Hardymon 2015
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Section 2: Alignment
Languages differ in the way that they mark relations among subjects of
intransitive verbs and subjects and objects of transitive verbs. Languages generally follow
one of a few alignment patterns: nominative/accusative, ergative/absolutive, ergative
(intransitive)

or

active/nonactive

(transitive)

(Guillaume

2009),

with

nominative/accusative and ergative/absolutive being the most prominent patters in the
world’s languages (Hippisley & Stump Forthcoming). The two most prevalent patterns
can be exemplified by English and Basque, respectively.

In nominative/accusative languages, the subject (S) of intransitive verbs aligns with the
agent (A) of transitive verbs, while the object (O) receives a different case marking. In
English, this can be seen most overtly by looking at sentences that use pronouns, as
English has largely lost nominal inflection. (1) and (2) show examples of an intransitive
and transitive verb, respectively.
(1)

‘I eat’

(2)

‘I love her’

The only argument in (1), S, and the first argument in (2), A, have the same case, the
direct case. On the other hand, the second argument in (2), O, is marked with the oblique
case. On the other hand, a sentence such as (3) shows ungrammaticality due to a lack
proper case agreement.
(3) *’Her gave he flowers.’
(Hippisley and Stump Forthcoming)

2

In ergative/absolutive systems, the argument of an intransitive verb, S, does not align
with the first argument of a transitive verb, A, but with the second argument of a
transitive verb, O (Hippisley and Stump Forthcoming). Basque shows an example.
(4) gizona
man.ABS

etorr-i

da

arrive-PRF.PTCP

aux.3SGS

‘The man has arrived.’
(Hippisley and Stump Forthcoming, example 7a)

(5) gizona-k

mutila

ikus-i

du

man-ERG boy.ABS see-PRF.PTCP aux.3SGA.3SG.O
‘The man has seen the boy.’
(Hippisley and Stump Forthcoming, example 7b)

Here, gizona ‘man’ and mutila ‘boy’ are both marked with the absolutive case, where
‘man’ is the S and ‘boy’ is the O. gizona ‘man’ in (5), then gets marked with the ergative
case showing (Hippsley and Stump Forthcoming) a difference in the alignment from the
English example where S and A aligned.

Section 2.1: Head Marking
Head marking, according to Hippisley and Stump (Forthcoming), is when the alignment
system manifests through marking on the verb, as opposed to marking on the arguments
in dependent marking systems. This seems to be the case in Shawnee as there are
markings for the agreement in person on the verb, but not on the arguments. For example,

3

(6) shows an overt noun phrase. However, on the noun phrase and specifically on
weepikwa ‘spider’, there are no case markings.
(6) we

ni-čiš-h-ekw-a

hina weepikwa

then 1-fear-CAUSE-INV-DIR1 that

spider

‘Then that spider scared me.’
(Andrews 1994, p. 59, example 37)

Section 2.2: Hierarchical Alignment
While the most prominent alignment patterns previously discussed account for a large
portion of the world’s languages’ alignment systems, they should be used for patterns
where “the distinction between A and O is formally manifested (Guillaume 2009).
However, this is not the case for all languages, and some researchers, such as Nichols
(1992) and Siewierska (1998) have proposed anther type of alignment called hierarchical
alignment. This is an alignment pattern where “access to inflectional slots for subject
and/or object is based on person, number, and/or animacy rather than (or no less than) on
syntactic relations (Nichols 1992).” She gives the example of Cree (an Algonquian
language related to Shawnee), in which verbs mark agreement with person and number,
but where these agreements do not mark subject and object directly. This is marked by
direct and inverse inflection on the verb (Nichols 1992). Later, Nichols (1992) states that,
generally, hierarchical alignment patterns prefer head-marking morphology, as opposed
to dependent morphology.
Copyright © Nathan Russell Hardymon 2015
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This example comes from Andrews (1994) and uses his morphological analysis. Later, I
make a case for a different analysis.
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Section 3: Shawnee
Shawnee is an Algonquian language spoken in central and northeast Oklahoma by around
200 people from three different tribes of Shawnee: the Absentee Shawnee Tribe2, the
Eastern Shawnee Tribe, and the Loyal Shawnee (Paul, Simons, & Fennig 2014). The
language has a rich verbal morphology, which shows person agreement on the verb.
Because of this, the verb is the center point of the alignment system in Shawnee.

The following is a discussion of the grammatical structure of Shawnee that is of
importance for an analysis of the alignment system of Shawnee. Specifically, the verb
template, various inflectional properties, including person, number, obviation, and the
inverse, orders and modes, stems, and conjugations classes are discussed. I present only
those paradigms and inflectional affixes relevant to the animate intransitive and transitive
animate conjugation classes in the independent order.

Section 3.1: Verb Template
Shawnee, and many other Algonquian languages, have preverbs, which are prefixes that
attach to the verb stem to mark several different grammatical properties. I present
Andrews’ (1994) verbal template, as it is the most complete in terms of both preverbs and
postverbs, and later present a revised verbal template based on analysis within this thesis.
Andrews (1994) says that Shawnee has the following slots and order for preverbs:
Pre1-Pre2-Pre3-Stem-Suff1-Suff2-Suff3-Suff4-Suff5-Suff6
2

So called because they were absent from their Kansas reservation as they had dispersed
into Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana before the acceptance of the Kansas reservation
(Smith 2007).
5

Prefix 1: Person
Prefix 2: Tense, Concordant Negation, Aspect
Prefix 3: Direction Particles
Suffix 1: Theme/Direction
Suffix 2: Theme, Direct Objects, Inanimate Intransitive Patients
Suffix 3: Prefix Pluralizers
Suffix 4: Obviation
Suffix 5: Person
Suffix 6: Animate Plural

Andrews’ (1994) preverb slots 2 and 3 will not receive discussion below as they comprise
tense, aspect, concordant negation, and directional particles, which are not relevant to an
analysis of the alignment system of Shawnee as, largely, what matters for the alignment
system in Shawnee is the distinction between orders, modes, and conjugation classes,
which are given extensive treatment below. Further, the tense, aspect, and concordant
negation particles and the directional particles have been treated as derivational affixes by
the Algonquian literature (cf. Andrews 1994, Dahlstrom 1991), and the current thesis
looks at inflectional markers.

Section 3.2: Stem Formation, Orders and Modes
Stems in Shawnee are formed by combining a verbal root with a derivational affix that
marks the conjugation class of the verb. These conjugation classes are decided by the
valency of the verb and the animacy of an argument: subject for intransitives and object
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for transitives. This gives four possible conjugation classes: the inanimate intransitive,
the animate intransitive, the transitive inanimate, and the transitive animate. Transitives
are further classified by having direct, inverse, and local3 varieties.

Algonquianists refer to differing clause types as orders. These often have different
meanings associated with them in the different modes for the Algonquian language
family. For example, Andrews (1994) points out that in the independent order,
throughout the family, there have been attestations of preterite, negative, emphatic
preterite, dubiative, interrogative, and emphatic modes. Shawnee has independent,
imperative, subordinate, and participial orders (Andrews 1994), which are explained
below.

The independent order occurs in independent clauses with just one mode used to show
statements of fact (Andrews 1994). (7) shows an example of a sentence in the
independent order.
(7) wiyee-θa
thing-PERSON

ki-e’-nee-w-a
2-FUT-see-TA-DIR

‘You will see someone.’
(Andrews 1994, p. 169, example 79)

3

Local, here, means the agreement of a first and second person argument on the verb.
7

The imperative order has only one mode and this is used for commands. Also, there is
only one actor marked on the verb (Andrews 1994). (8) shows an example of the
imperative order.
(8) teki
NEG

ki-e’-memekw-i
2-FUT-run-IMPER

‘You mustn’t run.’
(Andrews 1994, p. 186, example 4)

The subordinate order is used in subordinate clauses, especially “when”-clauses. Finally,
the participial order is used for making deverbal nominalizations.

Section 3.3: Conjugation Classes and Paradigms
Shawnee creates stems by adding derivational affixes to the root, which are decided upon
based on the valency of the verb and the animacy of one of the arguments, the subject for
intransitives and the object for transitives. These make different conjugation classes,
which are the inanimate intransitive, the animate intransitive, the transitive inanimate and
the transitive animate whose paradigms are further broken into direct, local, and inverse
classes. These conjugation classes dictate the use of particular makers within the
paradigm.

Below I show the animate intransitive (AI) and transitive animate (TA) paradigms in the
independent order and discuss the various inflectional markers found therein. The other
classes and paradigms (cf. Andrews 1994, Boling 1981, Voegelin 1936) can also be
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analyzed in the framework below, but presenting the AI and TA paradigms suffices for
the argument being made here.

Section 3.4: Animate Intransitive
The animate intransitive is an intransitive verb with an animate subject. The paradigm for
the independent order of the verb HKAWEHŠEE ‘to listen’ is in Table 1 based on Voegelin
(1936).
Table 1: The inflection of HKAWEHŠEE 'listen'
SG

-1
1

Stem

PL

1 2

ni- tkawehšee

-1

Stem

1

2

ni- tkawehšee -pe

2/1

ki- tkawehšee -pe

2

ki- tkawehšee

3

tkawehšee

3OBV

tkawehšee

ki- tkawehšee -pwa

-li

tkawehšee

-ki

tkawehšee

-hi

Section 3.5: Transitive Animate
The transitive animate shows a transitive verb with an animate object broken down even
further by direct, local and inverse classes. Of importance for these paradigms is the idea
of an animacy hierarchy. The TA paradigms show agreement of two arguments on the
verb. However, there are not concrete subject and object positions. Instead of these
relations, the placement of person agreement inflections makes reference to an animacy
hierarchy. According to Dixon (1979), most of the world’s languages refer to an animacy

9

hierarchy that follows first person > second person > proper nouns > human nouns >
animate nouns > inanimate nouns. Shawnee differs in this regard and makes reference to
the following hierarchy: addressee > speaker > indefinite third person > third person >
obviatives > inanimates or 2 > 1 > 3 > 3OBV >

INANIMATE

(Andrews 1994). The

argument highest on the hierarchy is placed as a preverb and the other argument is
marked in after the stem.

The transitive animate direct is used to show an animate actor higher on the animacy
hierarchy acting upon an animate patient lower on the animacy hierarchy. An example
sentence can be seen in (9).
(9) ni-waap-am-a-(∅)
1-see-TA-DIR-(3)
‘I looked at (him).’
(Andrews 1994, p. 189, example 8)

A sample paradigm in the independent order can be seen in Table 2, which shows the
verb KKI ‘to hide’.
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Table 2: Transitive Animate Paradigm in the Independent Order
3s OBJECT

3p OBJECT

1s

ni-kkil-a

ni-kkil-aa-ki

2s

ki-kkil-a

ki-kkil-aa-ki

3s

ho-kkil-aa-li

ho-kkil-a-hi

1p

ni-kkil-aa-pe

ni-kkil-aa-pe(n)-iki

2/1

ki-kkil-aa-pe

ki-kkil-aa-pe(n)-iki

2p

ki-kkil-aa-wa

ki-kkil-aa-waa-ki

3p

ho-kkil-aa-waa-li

ho-kkil-aa-wa-hi

The transitive animate local is a subparadigm with separate markers that shows second
person acting upon first person in Table 3 and first person acting upon second person in
Table 4 for the verb KKI ‘to hide’.
Table 3: Transitive Animate Local Paradigm in the Independent Order 2 > 1
2>1

2s

1s

1p

ki-kkil-i

ki-kkil-i-pe

2p ki-kkil-i-pwa ki-kkil-i-pe
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Table 4: Transitive Animate Local Paradigm in the Independent Order 1 > 2
1>2

1s

2s

2p

ki-kkil-ele

ki-kkil-ele-pwa

1p ki-kkil-ele-pe

ki-kkil-ele-pe

This is a good example to show the preverb/postverb slots as not marking subject or
object, but rather placement on the hierarchy as in Shawnee, the animacy hierarchy, as
mentioned earlier is 2 > 1 > 3 (Andrews 1994).

The transitive animate inverse is used to mark a person lower on the hierarchy acting
upon a person higher on the hierarchy. The paradigm for an animate third person acting
upon an animate object is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: Transitive Animate Inverse (Animate on Animate) Paradigm in the Independent
Order
3s

3p

1s < 3s ni-kkil-ekw-a

1s < 3p ni-kkil-ekw-ki

2s < 3s ki-kkil-ekw-a

2s < 3p ki-kkil-ekw-ki

3 < 3s ho-kkil-ekw-i

3s < 3p ho-kkil-ekw-ii-ki

3s < 3sOBV ho-kkil-ekw-li

3s < 3pOBV ho-kkil-ekw-hi

1p < 3s ni-kkil-ekw-na

1p < 3p ni-kkil-ekw-naa-ki

2 + 1 < 3s ki-kkil-ekw-na

2 + 1 < 3p ki-kkil-ekw-naa-ki

2p < 3s ki-kkil-ekw-wa

2p < 3p ki-kkil-ekw-waa-ki

3p < 3sOBV ho-kkil-ekw-waa-li 3p < 3pOBV ho-kkil-ekw-wa-hi
A paradigm showing all the possible agreement combinations with the relative
order of each inflectional marker is shown in Table 6.

Copyright © Nathan Russell Hardymon 2015
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Inverse

Preverb
Direct

1s
2s
3s
1p
2/1
2p
3p
1s
2s
3s
1p
2/1
2p
3p

kkil

kkil

ki

kkil

ki

ki

kkil

Stem

ki

-1

Postverb
1

ele

ele

i

i

1s
2

pwa

pwa

3

4

5

-1
ni
ki
ho
ni
ki
ki
ho
ni
ki
ho
ni
ki
ki
ho

Stem
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil

3s(OBV)
1
2
a
a
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
ekw a
ekw a
ekw
ekw
ekw
ekw
ekw
na
na
wa
waa

pe
pe
wa
waa

3

li

li

li

li

4

5

ki

ki

ki

ki

-1

kkil

kkil

kkil

kkil

Stem

1

ele

ele

i

i

1p
2

pe

pe

pe

pe

3

4

5

Table 6: The inflection of KKI 'hide' in the transitive animate

-1
ni
ki
ho
ni
ki
ki
ho
ni
ki
ho
ni
ki
ki
ho

Stem
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil
kkil

1
aa
aa
a
aa
aa
aa
aa
ekw
ekw
ekw
ekw
ekw
ekw
ekw

3p
2

naa
naa
waa
wa

pe(n)
pe(n)
waa
wa

3

4
ki
ki
hi
iki
iki
ki
hi
ki
ki
hi
ki
ki
ki
hi

5

Section 4: Verbal Inflectional Categories
There is a decent amount of literature giving analyses of Shawnee verbal inflection. In
this section, I outline the analyses of each of the inflectional categories and the inflections
within them. I also give my own understand of these inflections where there seem to be
discrepancies. Finally, I propose a revised verbal template based on the analysis given
within the section.

Section 4.1: Person
There are three persons in Shawnee (Andrews 1994); these are first, second and third
persons. However, some literature (e.g. Morgan 1966) considers there to be four persons:
first, second, third, and fourth persons. This difference stems from obviation.

Taking the view that there are only three persons, Andrews (1994) says that “[o]bviation
is a discourse-based distinction between two third-person, grammatically-animate
participants.” So, if we consider there to be a four-person distinction, the obviative
becomes unnecessary. This thesis will take the view that there are three persons because
there is a clear obviation marker in the inflectional morphology.

In the animate intransitive paradigm, there is only one argument marked on the verb: the
subject. This argument is marked as a preverb and are the following /ni-/ for first person
and /ki-/ for second person, which are placed in the slot Prefix 1 in Andrews’
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(1994) verb template. There is no overt third person preverb for the animate intransitive
paradigm. However, a third person plural argument will receive an inflectional suffix.
This suffix, /-(i)ki/, is placed into Suffix 6 in Andrews’ (1994) verb template. However,
as can be seen in Table 6 (3p, column 4), whenever this suffix surfaces, the suffixes in
Andrews’ (1994) Suffix 5 do not surface. Due to this, one could argue that there is no
Suffix 6 and that this morph occupies the same slot as those in Suffix 5.

Similar to the AI paradigm, the transitive animate paradigm also takes /ni-/ for first
person and /ki-/ for second person in the slot Prefix 1 in Andrews’ (1994) verb template.
A change from the AI is that in the TA, there is an overt marker for third person, /ho-/,
which is placed in Prefix 1. Another similarity between the AI and TA paradigms is the
use of the /-(i)ki/ to mark a third person plural animate actor (agent or object).

While I have agreed with Andrews’ (1994) analysis of the verbal inflection so far, we
diverge on the analysis of three morphs, namely /-a/, /-i/ and /-ele/.

According to

Andrews (1994), /-a(a)/ is used as a DIRECT marker meaning that the agent is what would
be expected given the animacy hierarchy. Evidence from Plains Cree (10) in comparison
with (11) from Shawnee show this to be the case.
(10) ni-waːp-am-aː-w
1-see-TA-DIR-3s
‘I see him’
(Wolfart 1973, p. 51)
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(11) ni-waap-am-a
1-see-TA-DIR
‘I looked (at him).
(Andrews 1994, p. 189, example 8)
Both Wolfart’s (1973) analysis and Andrews’ (1994) analysis show that the /-a(a)/ is a
DIRECT

marker and Andrews uses this to “demonstrate conclusively that /-a(a)/ in

Shawnee is a direction marker, not an object marker (1994, p. 190).” However, Andrews
also presents the example in (12).
(12) we

ni-čiš-h-ekw-a

hina weepikwa

then 1-fear-CAUSE-INV-DIR that

spider

‘Then that spider scared me.’
(Andrews 1994, p. 59, example 37)

As can be seen in the gloss in (12), there are two markers of direction here, namely
INV(ERSE)

and DIR(ECT), which are discussed further in Section 4.3. In an inverse system,

one would expect that

IVERSE

and

DIRECT

would be mutually exclusive. That is, there

should not be a DIRECT marker surfacing when an INVERSE marker surfaces. Toward that
end, it would seem that /-a/ in example 8 is marking something other than direction. In
this example and in the first two cells of Table 5 (1s < 3s and 2s < 3s), it appears that this
morph is marking a person: specifically third person singular. Further, Boling (1981)
gives an analysis in which the /-a/ is a maker of person (13). However, in this example,
there is not a INVERSE marker surfacing. It appears that while /-a(a)/ can mark the DIRECT,
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in

INVERSE

sentences, it is marking person. A similar argument can be made about the

morphs /-i/ and /-ele/.
(13) ni-pkite-ʔh-w-a
1-strike-by.instrument-TA-3
‘I hit him.’
(Boling 1981, p. 18, example 1)

These two morphs show up in the local paradigm; that is, the paradigm with 2 > 1 (/-i/) a
second person acting upon a first person and 2 < 1 (/-ele/) a first person acting upon a
second person agreement. Tables 3 and 4 show the paradigms where these morphs
surface. Many Algonquianists (Bloomfield 1946, Goddard 1967, Wolfart 1973, Andrews
1994) say that these morphs are markers of direction. However, Hockett (1965) says that
local paradigms are neither

INVERSE

nor

DIRECT:

that they do not participate in the

direction. In this view, these morphs would necessarily be markers of person.

However, it appears that it really is a toss-up as to whether these are markers of direction
or person. In fact, in the approach to inflectional morphology discussed in this thesis,
these morphs have to make reference to both person agreement and direction (Section
7.3).

Section 4.2: Number
Number in Shawnee has only two properties: singular and plural (Andrews, 1994).
However, a couple of these inflections are also markers of inclusivity. Number markings
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on the verb can mark plural on both person-marking prefixes and suffixes of the verb. It
is achieved by suffixation on the verb, what Andrews (1994) calls prefix pluralizers as
they pluralize person-marking prefixes. However, this name is rather confused, as the
prefix pluralizers do not only pluralize prefixes but also person-marking suffixes.
Usually, they pluralize the person in Andrews’ (1994) Prefix 1, but the Subordinate and
Participial orders lack prefixes. The prefix pluralizers then sometimes pluralize the
person marker in Suffix 4. (14) shows an example with the prefix pluralizer.
(14) ki-nee-m-e-naa-wa
2-see-TI-DIR-OBJ-2p
‘You (pl) see it/them.’
(Andrews, 1994, p. 180, example 3)

Here, the morph ‘-wa’ is being used to mark plurality on the preverb ‘ki-‘. However,
there are different morphs for the different persons marked. Table 7 (Andrews, 1994)
shows the possible inflections in the independent order.

Table 7: Prefix Pluralizers in the Independent Order
Independent
1p -(e)na(a) ~ -(e)pe(n)
2/1 -(e)na(a) ~ -(e)pe(n)
2p -wa(a) ~ -pwa
3p -wa(a)
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In the AI paradigm (Table 1), there are five inflections that have the plural feature: /pe(n)/, /-pwa/, /-li/, /-hi/, and /-(i)ki/. Within the

PL

column in Table one, there is a

column 1, which is the placement of the first two listed inflections. Within this paradigm,
/-pe/ and /-pwa/ make reference to inclusivity and number. /-pe/ marks both the first
person plural and the second person inclusive. In a sense, one could think of this
inflection as having the properties first person and plural because the second person
inclusive will be marked with the same person marker, /ki-/, as the second person
exclusive. That is, while the two cells in the paradigm will differ with reference to the
prefix used, /ni-/ for first person and /ki-/ for second person, this suffix realizes the added
information of plural for the first person plural and first person plural for the second
person inclusive. /-pwa/, on the other hand, in the AI paradigm is used only for the
second person exclusive or 2p.

/-li/ and /-hi/ are actually obviation markers, which are discussed in Section 4.4; however
they do make reference to number. /-li/ is used to mark a singular obviative actor and /-hi/
is used to mark a plural obiviative actor. /-(i)ki/ was discussed in Section 4.1 and is used
to mark a third person plural animate actor.

The TA paradigm uses the same inflections with two additions: /-na(a)/ and /-wa(a)/. The
distribution, however, differs slightly. /-pe(n)/, here, still marks the inclusive. That is, it
marks the first person plural and the second person inclusive. However, it now makes
reference to direction, which is discussed in Section 4.3. This inflection is only used in
the

DIRECT.

/-na(a)/ realizes the same person and number properties as /-pe(n)/, but
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instead of being used in the

DIRECT,

it is used in the

INVERSE.

/-pwa/ also changes its

distribution slightly in the TA. Like it is in the AI, it is only used for the second person
exclusive. However, in the TA, it also makes reference to agreement. That is, it will only
surface when there are second and first person actors, as can be seen in Tables 3 and 4. /wa(a)/, then, is used for all other exclusive plurals.

Section: 4.3: Direction
In inverse languages, also called direct-inverse languages, transitive, non-reflexive verbs
are marked with a special morpheme when a speech act participant corresponds to a
nonsubject core argument or logical role (Klaiman 1992). In these languages, the person
markings alone are not adequate to show the grammatical case of the markings. They
could be grammatical subjects or objects (Mithun 1999). For example, in (7), the first
person marker only inhabits its place because it is higher on the animacy hierarchy than
the third person. Without the marker, the

DIRECT

in this case, there would be no way to

know who the actor was. The sentence could be taken to mean either “I looked at him,’ or
‘He looked at me.’ This is why the direct and inverse markers are necessary and why it is
important to alignment.

These inflections are necessary because there are no subject and object affixal slots on the
verb. Rather, how the affixes get placed on the transitive verb is that whatever is higher in
the hierarchy, e.g. 2 is higher than 1, will be placed as the prefix person marker and what
is lower will be placed as the suffix person marker (Andrews 1994). Due to there being
no fixed subject and object slots, there has to be a way of knowing which person marker
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is acting as the agent and which is acting as the object (patient, theme, etc.). This, then, is
where the theme or direction marker comes into the picture. “Special affixes called theme
markers indicate whether the Agent is higher or lower than the Object on the animacy
hierarchy (Andrews 1994).” The verb is marked for direct or inverse, the former when
following the hierarchy and the latter for violating the hierarchy4. An example can be
seen in (15).
(15) ni-l’ški-am-ekw-ki
1-scold-TA-INV-3p
‘They (white men) scolded me.’
(Andrews 1994, p. 56, example 30)

As can be seen in (15), /ni-/ the first person marker is in the prefix position, but it is the
object of the statement, and /-ki/, the third person plural animate inflection, is in the
suffix position, but it is acting as the subject. Because the agency of the third person
violates the animacy hierarchy, there is the inverse direction marker /-ekw/ to show that
the third person is the agent and the first person is the patient.

This thesis is taking the view that there are overt

DIRECT

inflections in at least some

orders and modes, but one could imagine that, being less marked than the
DIRECT,

INVERSE,

the

could receive no overt marking. Such an analysis comes from Boling (1981) in

(13). In this example, Boling is taking the view that there is no overt DIRECT inflectional

4

It should be noted that there is ongoing debate about this marker. While the view
presented here is the majority view, others (e.g. Bloomfield 1962) argue this to be a
passivization marker.
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affix. Instead, he is saying that the marker that Andrews (1994) identifies as the DIRECT is
actually a person marker, specifically the third person. Indeed, Bloomfield (1962) says
that the inflection surfaces for a third person.

Section 4.4: Obviation
The obviative marks the difference between two third person participants in a sentence.
Whenever there are two third person participants in a sentence, one must be marked as
the obviative. The obviative marks the grammatical person who is out of focus in the
discourse. Accordingly, the proximate marks the grammatical person who is in focus in
the discourse. This marker also helps govern the direct/inverse relationship. “…[I]f the
subject is proximate and the object obviative, then the verb is direct. An inverse form is
required if the subject is obviative and the object proximate” (Dahlstrom 1991). The AI
and TA paradigms both make use of these inflections. /-li/ is used for singular third
person obviatives, while /-hi/ is used for plural third person obviatives.

Section 4.5: Revised Verbal Template
Due to the above analysis of the inflectional categories in Shawnee, it seems necessary to
give a revised template of the verbal slots. The conception of the verb as discussed earlier
would give the following verb template, which is the one used for analysis throughout the
rest of this thesis:
Pre1-Pre2-Pre3-Stem-Suff1-Suff2-Suff3-Suff4
Prefix 1: Person
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Prefix 25: Tense, Aspect, Concordant Negation
Prefix 3: Direction Particles
Suffix 1: Direction
Suffix 2: Person
Suffix 3: Prefix Pluralizer
Suffix 4: Obviation, Animate Plural

In the next two sections, I discuss the syntactic theory of Lexical-Functional Grammar
and the morphological theory of Paradigm Function Morphology, respectively. I give a
general overview, but focus mainly on those aspects of the theories that are relevant to an
analysis of Shawnee alignment.
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5

Prefixes 2 and 3 are not being discussed within this thesis because they are derivational
suffixes (Andrews 1994) and this thesis deals with alignment in Shawnee, which takes
place in inflectional morphology.
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Section 5: Lexical-Functional Grammar
Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) is a theory of non-transformational, constraint-based
syntax with parallel structures that was first developed by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982).
The structures are “co-present and linked by principles of correspondence (Nordlinger
and Bresnan 2011).” This, of course, differs from transformational theories of syntax in
which structures are derived serially by means of movement, deriving, for example,
Chomsky’s surface structure from deep structure. Here, I focus mainly on the elements of
LFG that are relevant to an analysis of Shawnee alignment; for a more thorough
overviews of LFG see Bresnan (2001), Dalrymple (2001), and Falk (2001).

As mentioned, LFG employs co-present structures to model different aspects of language.
Within this thesis, the focus will be on the f(eature)-structure, c(onstituent)-structure, and
m(orphological)-structure; for information on s(emantic)-structure and a(rguement)structure, see Bresnan (2001).

C-structure is the structure that models the surface form of a sentence within a language.
It is modeled by use of phrase structure trees, which are different form of X’ theory that
allows for surface structure realizations of all the world’s languages (Nordlinger and
Bresnan 2011).

F-structure contains the grammatical functions that necessary for a syntactic description.
It is modeled using attribute value matrices. F-structure may model grammatical
functions but also other functions, such as the predicate attribute
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PRED

(Nordlinger and

Bresnan 2011). The information for f-structure comes from lexical items and annotations
showing the attributes on a c-structure tree. An important idea about f-structure that will
become important later is that the

PRED

attribute always asks for grammatical functions.

This will become important when I show the relation between m-structure and syntax.

M-structure is the level of morphology. It is the level that will give fully inflected word
forms to c-structure. An important idea for LFG and other nontransformational grammars
that is relevant in m-structure is the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis. (16) shows a definition
from Bresnan (2001).
(16) Lexical Integrity:
Morphologically complete words are leaves of the c-structure tree and each leaf
corresponds to one and only one c-structure node.
What this hypothesis means is that morphology and syntax are autonomous. There are
two separate mechanisms for them. Syntax cannot look into morphologically complete
words and move the pieces. It only has access to the morphologically complete word and
the morphosyntactic properties that the word is associated with. There has not been much
formal development of m-structure. This thesis applies a theory of inflection morphology
to m-structure in hopes of a more formal definition.
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Section 6: Inflectional Morphological Theory
There are four types of theory that combine to form the frameworks of inflectional
morphology (Stump 2001). The first two of these types are incremental and realizational.
Incremental theories of inflection make the assumption that words acquire their
morphosyntactic properties from the inflections of the properties (Stump 2001); that is,
they are compositional. On the other hand, realizational theories of inflection make the
assumption that a word’s morphosyntactic properties “[license] the introduction of those
properties’ inflectional components (Stump 2001).” Incremental theories of inflection are
not suitable to handle extended exponence or underdetermination of morphosyntactic
properties; however, realizational theories of inflection are and are more desirable than
incremental theories; for further discussion see Stump (2001).

The other two of these types are lexical and inferential theories. Within lexical theories of
inflection, the associations between and inflection and morphosyntactic properties is
made in the lexicon. That is, an inflection is listed with its morphosyntactic properties.
This is contrasted by inferential theories of inflection, which assume that “the systematic
formal relations between a lexeme’s root and the fully inflected word forms constituting
its paradigm are expressed by rules or formulas (Stump 2001).” Inferential theories are
more desirable due to the fact that lexical theories must make assumptions that are not
empirically driven; for further discussion see Stump (2001). The four different
frameworks of inflectional morphology are shown in Table (8) (Hale 2014) along with
their major proponents.
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Table 8: Inflectional Morphological Theoretical Frameworks and their Proponents
Inferential
Lexical
Realizational inferential-realizational
lexical-realizational
(e.g. Stump 2001, Anderson 1992) (e.g. Distributed Morphology:
Halle & Marantz 1993)
Incremental inferential-incremental
lexical-incremental
(e.g. Steele 1995)
(e.g. Lieber 1992)

Thus, I will be using an inferential-realizational approach for the analysis of the Shawnee
alignment system. Other approaches, as I will discuss later, would not be able to
sufficiently handle the data introduced, largely due to the aforementioned ideas of
extended exponence and underdetermination of morphosyntactic properties. These ideas
say that “a given property may be expressed by more than one morphological marking in
the same word” and that “morphosyntactic properties associated with an inflected word’s
individual inflectional markings may underdetermine the properties associated with the
words as a whole (Stump 2001),” respectively.

A lexical-realizational approach could potentially model the data that has been presented;
however, such an approach would not be able to show the details that stem from the ideas
of extended exponence and underdetermination. Further, the approach used within this
thesis shows a more elegant mapping of morphosyntactic properties to word forms. To
make this point, I discuss the analysis of Plains Cree verbal inflectional morphology, a
language closely related to Shawnee, as developed by Dahlstrom (1991).
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Dahlstrom (1991) extends the ideas of f-structure and c-structure in LFG to account for
verbal inflection within Plains Cree. She makes the arguments that a word-structure
would apply “the same mechanisms [as c-structure] to construct and constrain f-structure
(Dahlstrom 1991).” She discusses the discontinuous affixes of, for example, the first
person exclusive, which, much like Shawnee, is marked by two inflections: /ni-/ and /na:n/. She gives each affix a lexical entry and associates it with grammatical properties,
as in (17).
(17) niPERS

=1

-na:n
NUM = pl
PERS =c 1

The notation of

PERS

=c 1 in her analysis is a constraint, which says that the morpheme

itself does not realize the person property, but requires its presence in f-structure. That is,
it is only marking the plural of the first person. She gives the following examples to show
her analysis, which differ only in direction: (18) is direct, and (19) is inverse.
(18) ni-wi:cih-a:-na:n-ak
1-help-DIR-(1)PL-(3)PL
‘We help them.’
(Dahlstrom 1991, p. 199, example 14)

(19) ni-wi:cih-iko-na:n-ak
1-help-INV-(1)PL-(3)PL
‘They help us.’
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(Dahlstrom 1991, p. 199, example 15)

She then gives all the morphemes lexical entries as seen in (20). The properties of /ni-/, /na:n/, and /-ak/ can be associated with either subject or object by use of the rule “Assign
GF freely (Dahlstrom 1991, p. 199),” which means that, without the constraint discussed
below, there would be no way of interpreting which argument in subject and which is
object. So the direction marker, /-a:-/ and /-iko-/ in Plains Cree, being associated with
person and syntactic arguments (i.e. subject or object) allows for this information to be in
f-structure. Having this information in f-structure “constrains the interpretation of the
other morphemes (Dahlstrom 1991, p. 199).” For example, if /-a:-/, the DIRECT marker, is
present, it indicates that the object is third person. Thus, this rules out an interpretation of
first person as object because there would be a clash of properties in f-structure
(Dahlstrom 1991).
(20) niPERS

-ni(↓ PERS) = 1
-na:n
(↓ NUM) = PL
(↓ PERS) =c 1
-ak
(↓ NUM) = PL
(↓ PERS) =c 3
-a:
(↑ OBJ PERS) = 3
-iko
(↑ SUBJ PERS) = 3
wi:cih(↑ PRED) = ‘help ⟨(↑ SUBJ)(agent)(↑
OBJ)(ben)⟩’
(↑ OBJ GEND) = ANIM
(Dahlstrom 1991, as cited in Bresnan 2001)

=1

-na:n
NUM = pl
PERS =c 1

-ak

NUM = pl
PERS =c 3

-a:OBJ PERS

=3

-ikoSUBJ PERS

=3

wi:cihPRED

= ‘help <agent ben>
SUBJ OBJ

OBJ GEND = anim
(Dahlstrom 1991, p. 199, example
16)
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This approach will account for a large portion of Plains Cree, and thus Shawnee, verbal
inflection; however, there are still a few inadequacies. This approach, as suggested by
Dahlstrom (1991), cannot “express paradigmatic relationships holding between members
of a single position class (Dahlstrom 1991, p. 200).” As an example, Plains Cree, just like
Shawnee, makes reference to an animacy hierarchy, which dictates the placement of
several of the inflections, but I will focus now on the person-marking prefix. Because /ni/ will be associated with PERS = 1 and /ki-/ will be associated with PERS = 2, this approach
is not able to constraint the inflection such that only /ki-/ will appear as the personmarking prefix when a word has only non-third person arguments. That is, even given an
f-structure, which shows the first- and second-person properties, /ni-/ could still appear in
the person-marking prefix position.

This analysis also shows that lexical-realizational approaches are not adequate to handle
extended exponence. Looking back at the notation PERS =c 1 within the lexical entry of /na:n/ in (20), the inflections still have to make reference to other properties that are not
realized by the inflection. Extended exponence, again, is the idea that “a given property
may be expressed by more than one morphological marking in the same word (Stump
2001).” Due to the fact that lexical-realizational approach give each morpheme a distinct
property, they fail to capture the point that not all inflections can fit into a box with
distinct properties. There are several instances, as has been shown in this thesis, where
this cannot be the case.
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Finally, this analysis does well in showing how morphology applies to syntax; however,
it fails to show morphology proper. That is, it shows how properties to which syntax are
sensitive are associated with the syntax, but it does not show how words are formed. It
suggests extending the ideas of the formation of c-structure to that of word-structure, but
this also, in a sense, gets away from the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis discussed in Section
5. A theory of inflectional morphology should account for both word formation processes
(morphology proper) and the interface of morphology with syntax. An inferentialrealizational approach to inflectional morphology accounts for all of the inadequacies,
outlined above, of a lexical-realizational approach, as will be seen in Section 7.

Section 6.1: Paradigm Function Morphology
Paradigm Function Morphology, as developed by Stump (2001) and Stump (2015), is a
theory of inflectional morphology that is based on an inferential-realizational approach to
inflectional morphology. Due to the fact that this approach is empirically driven and rule
based, it is desirable for polysynthetic languages, such as Shawnee. Within Paradigm
Function Morphology (PFM), paradigms are a central idea and lead to many of the
findings discussed by Stump (2001) and Stump (2015). A paradigm function associates a
lexeme’s root with morphosyntactic properties, which determine the word form
corresponding to the lexeme. A correspondence function applies to the content cell to
derive a form cell. This correspondence function makes reference to a stem function and
a property mapping. The stem function applies to a content cell to derive the appropriate
stem for inflection in a form cell. A property mapping changes morphosyntactic
properties from that of content to form. The lexeme’s corresponding word form is defined
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by rules of exponence that are separated into blocks based on position class. The rules of
exponence within each block compete for realization by making reference to the
hypothesis in (21) (Stump 2001, Stump 2015):
(21) The Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis:
Competition among members of the same rule block is in all cases resolved by
Pāṇini’s Principle (Stump 2001).

(22) Pāṇini’s Principle:
If two or more rules in the same block are compatible relative to an expression X
and a complete and well-formed set σ of morphosyntactic properties, then the
narrowest of these rules take precedence over the others in the inflection of X for σ
(Stump 2001).

Another major tenet of PFM, especially PFM2 (Stump 2015) is the hypothesis in (23):
(23) The Paradigm Linkage Hypothesis:
The content and form of a lexeme L’s realizations involve three distinct but
corresponding paradigms.
A content paradigm associates a lexeme L with a set of morphosyntactic properties σ: ⟨L,
σ⟩, which interfaces with syntax and semantics. A form paradigm associates a stem Z
with a set of morphosyntactic properties τ for which Z inflects: ⟨Z, τ⟩. A realized
paradigm is a set of realized cells of a lexeme L, pairing a word w and its
morphosyntactic properties τ: ⟨w, τ⟩ (Stump 2015). Canonically, there should be identity
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between the content and form paradigms, but as the analysis below will show, this is not
always the case. The general idea of PFM is summarized in (24) (Stump 2015).
(24)

This has been a brief introduction to PFM; for a more thorough understanding of the
framework, see Stump (2015). In the next section, I give an analysis of the Shawnee
alignment system and show how PFM could be used to apply to LFG’s m-structure.

Copyright © Nathan Russell Hardymon 2015
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Section 7: Analysis
As mentioned earlier, a theory of inflectional morphology should show the interface of
morphology and syntax as well as word formation processes. This section will give an
analysis of the Shawnee alignment system, exploring the idea of using PFM as LFG’s mstructure to interface inflectional morphology with syntax.

(26a-e) present the lexical entries that would be needed for c-structure to interpret (25). A
crucial difference that should be discussed here between a lexical-realizational approach
and an inferential-realizational approach, such as the one used within this thesis, is that in
a lexical-realizational approach, all inflectional, bound morphemes would receive

PRED

values, their own lexical entries, just as free morphemes would. That is not the case in an
inferential-realizational approach as the morphosyntactic properties and inflectional
markings are associated by rules.
(25) yaama

čaan ho-pkiteʔ-hw-aa-li

this.PROX John 3-strike-TA-DIR-3s.OBV
‘John hit Bill.’
(Boling 1981, p. 32, example 9a)

(26a) yaama: D (↑PRED) = ‘yaama’
(↑OBV) = (26b) nili: D (↑PRED) = ‘nili’
(↑OBV) = +
(26c) čaan: N (↑PRED) = čaan
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nili

pil

OBV

Bill

(↑PERS) = 3
(↑NUM) = SG
(26d) pil: N (↑PRED) = ‘pil’
(↑PERS) = 3
(↑NUM) = SG
(26e) hopkiteʔhwaali: V (↑PRED) = ‘pkiteʔ ⟨(↑SUBJ), (↑OBJ)⟩’
(↑SUBJ PERS) = 3
(↑SUBJ NUM) = SG
(↑SUBJ OBV) = (↑OBJ PERS) = 3
(↑OBJ NUM) = SG
(↑OBJ OBV) = +
Using the phrase structure rules in (27), c-structure will build a phrase structure tree (28).
(27) S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! D N

(28)
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An important note is that, although this c-structure tree (28) is annotated with the
morphosyntactic properties associated with each node, c-structure does not encode this
information. Instead, f-structure is the bearer of this information and also maps between
c-structure and the structure that represents grammatical functions. An f-structure for the
sentence in (28) is shown in (29). In Section 7.1, I do not represent OBV in c-structure or
f-structure.
(29)

⎡

⎤
PRED ‘pkite? ⟨SUBJ, OBJ⟩’
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
PRED ‘caan’
⎢
⎥
⎢PERS 3
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢SUBJ ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣NUM SG ⎦
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
OBV
⎢
⎥
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
PRED ‘pil’
⎢
⎥
⎢PERS 3 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢OBJ
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣NUM SG ⎦
⎣
⎦
OBV
+

Through mappings among the lexicon, phrase structure rules, c-structure, and f-structure
shown above, one can see how Shawnee syntax is generated. However, what has been
shown already does not account for morphology. Shawnee is a pro-drop language,
meaning that there need not be overt NPs (or DPs) to form a complete sentence. Due to
the elaborate inflectional morphology that has been presented, a VP may stand alone as
an S. Throughout the rest of this section, I will make reference to sentences in which
there are no overt NPs from the paradigms that were discussed in Section 3, Tables 1 and
6.

Section 7.1: Syntactic Analysis of the Animate Intransitive and Transitive Animate
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Due to the fact that this section is presenting an analysis of pro-dropped sentences, there
will only need to be one lexical entry for each of the paradigms: the AI in (30) and the
TA in (31). Just to show examples in the lexicon, c-structure, and f-structure, I will
present one cell from each paradigm. From the AI paradigm, I present the first person
plural: nitkawehšeepe ‘We listen,’ and from the TA paradigm, I present the cell in which
a first-person plural agent is acting upon a third-person plural object: nikkilaapeniki ‘We
hide them.’
(30) nitkawehšeepe: V (↑PRED) = ‘hkawehšee ⟨(↑SUBJ)⟩’
(↑SUBJ PERS) = 1
(↑SUBJ NUM) = PL
(↑SUBJ OBV) = (31) nikkilaapeniki: V ‘kki ⟨(↑SUBJ), (↑OBJ)⟩’
(↑SUBJ PERS) = 1
(↑SUBJ NUM) = PL
(↑SUBJ OBV) = (↑OBJ PERS) = 3
(↑OBJ NUM) = PL
(↑OBJ OBV) = (32) shows the phrase structure rules that are necessary to create the c-structures in (33)
and (34).
(32) S ! VP
VP ! V
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(33)

(34)

(35) and (36) show the f-structures resulting from the lexicon and giving c-structure its
values for the AI and TA, respectively.
(35)

⎡

⎤
PRED ‘hkawehsee ⟨SUBJ⟩’
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
PERS
1
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢SUBJ ⎢
⎥
⎣NUM PL⎦
⎣
⎦
OBV -
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(36)

2

3
PRED ‘kki hSUBJ, OBJi’
2
3
6
7
6
7
PERS 1
6
7
6
7
7
6SUBJ 4NUM PL5
6
7
6
7
OBV
6
7
6
7
2
3
6
7
PERS
3
6
7
6
7
6
7
4NUM PL5
4OBJ
5
OBV -

This section has shown how the structures of LFG, the lexicon, phrase structure rules, cstructure, and f-structure would combine to give an analysis of the syntax of the AI and
TA paradigms. Features throughout all structures unify to make a complete and coherent
f-structure. The idea of unification is a particularly important one for LFG and will
necessarily be used by m-structure as well. Toward that end, it is important to note that
one of the relations all the structures have made reference to so far are syntactic relations:
SUBJ

and

OBJ.

That is, syntax needs to know which argument is the subject and which is

the object. This poses a problem for Shawnee due to the fact that Shawnee does not make
reference to these relations in its inflectional morphology as has been shown throughout
this thesis. However, PFM provides a way to account for these differences, which is
presented in the next two sections.

Section 7.2: Morphological Analysis of the Animate Intransitive
As has already been mentioned, a theory of inflectional morphology should be able to
show not only morphology proper but also the interface between morphology and syntax.
Sections 7.2 and 7.3 present an analysis of the AI and TA paradigms, respectively.
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1

Within PFM, for a language to be canonical, the relationship between its content and
form paradigms should be one of identity. That is, the content and form paradigms should
make reference to the same morphosyntactic properties. For the AI paradigm, as shown
in Table 9, this is largely the case, but there will need to be a mapping from syntactic
relations to agreement relations because the morphology is insensitive to the former.
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! ⟨tkawehšeeki, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}}⟩
! ⟨tkawehšeehi, {AGR: {3 PL OBV}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}}⟩
! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {3 PL OBV}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {3 PL OBV}}⟩

! ⟨nitkawehšeepe, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}}⟩

! ⟨kitkawehšeepwa, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšeeli, {AGR: {1 SG OBV}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {1 SG OBV}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {1 SG OBV}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {2 PL PROX}}⟩

! ⟨kitkawehšee, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {2 SG PROX}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩ ! ⟨kitkawehšeepe, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩

! ⟨nitkawehšee, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}}⟩

! ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {1 SG PROX}}⟩

⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩

Corresponding realized paradigm

Corresponding form paradigm

Content paradigm of HKAWEHŠEE ‘listen’

Table 9: The Content, Form and Realized Paradigms of HKAWEHŠEE 'listen'

This means that every cell in a lexeme’s content paradigm corresponds to a cell in its
form paradigm, which then corresponds to a cell within the realized paradigm. The
relations between these cells in generalized by the paradigm linkage hypothesis discussed
in Section 6.1. This linkage is defined by the stem function, property mappings and the
correspondence function (Stump 2015).

The data for this thesis largely comes from Andrews (1994), which has not given a very
precise definition of stem formation within Shawnee, nor does a definite pattern emerge
by analyzing the data given. Due to this fact, this analysis will assume that for the AI
paradigm, the base stem is ‘tkawehšee’ with a phonological change (see Andrews 1994
for further discussion). From this, in order to derive the stem from the lexeme
HKAWEHŠEE,

the stem function Stem applies to the content paradigm ⟨L, σ⟩ to derive the

stem appropriate for the form paradigm: Stem(⟨HKAWEHŠEE, σ⟩) = tkawehšee.

In addition to the stem function, there will need to be property mappings to change the
relations from the content paradigm to the form paradigm. Canonically, the relations
between the paradigms would be canonical (Stump 2015), but because syntax requires
syntactic relations and morphology is insensitive to these, there will be a change. This
fact becomes even more relevant in the TA paradigm. An abstract property mapping pm
can apply to account for all the cells within the AI paradigm: pm([SUBJ: {α}]) = {AGR:
{α}}. This function changes the relations in the content paradigm, which require there to
be a subject argument to the relations in the form paradigm, which require there to be
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only agreement features. An example using the first person inclusive would look like
pm([SUBJ: {2/1 PL PROX }]) = {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX }}.

A correspondence function Corr will apply to the appropriate stem function and property
mapping. This function determines the form cell from a content cell. That is, Corr will
apply to ⟨L, σ⟩ to produce the form ⟨Z, τ⟩, where Z is the result of applying the stem
function and τ is the result of the property mapping. Thus, Corr(⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: 2/1
PL PROX}⟩)

= ⟨Z, τ⟩, where Z = Stem(⟨HKAWEHŠEE, σ⟩) and τ = pm([SUBJ: {2/1

PL

PROX}]).

The combination of these functions and properties gives a precise definition of the
change from the content paradigm to the form paradigm, as seen in (37).
(37) ⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: 2/1 PL PROX}⟩
⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩

The paradigm function PF for Shawnee, which again yields a realized form from the
paradigm would have the form PF(⟨L, σ⟩) = PF(⟨Z, τ⟩) = ⟨w, τ ⟩. This means that a
paradigm function applied to a content cell has the value of the paradigm function applied
to a form cell whose value would be a realized cell, a complete word. For example,
PF(⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: 2/1 PL PROX}⟩) = PF(⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: 2/1 PL PROX}⟩)
= ⟨kitkawehšeepe, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩
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However, as of yet, this still does not show how the fully inflected words are created. The
creation of words with their inflections is show by rules of exponence, which show the
property constraints being applied to stems. (38) shows the blocks necessary for the AI
paradigm.
(38) I: X, V, {AGR: {{1}} ! niX
X, V, {AGR: {{2 ⋁ 2/1}} ! kiX
II: X, V, {AGR: {{1 ⋁ 2/1}}} ! Xpe
X, V, {AGR: {{2 pl}}} ! Xpwa
III: X, V, {AGR: {{3 sg OBV}}} ! Xli
X, V, {AGR: {{3 pl OBV}}} ! Xhi
X, V, {AGR: {{3 pl PROX}}} ! Xki
Because the properties in these rules can have the form feature: atom, feature: set, or just
set, (39) and (40) need to be assumed.
(39) A rule,
X, C, τ ! X’,
is applicable to a form cell ⟨Z, σ⟩ if and only if Z belongs to C and σ is an
extension of τ.

(40) Recursive definition of extension:
Given two sets σ, τ : σ is an extension of τ if and only if for each property X ∈ τ
either (a) x = F:v, v is an atomic value and F:v ∈ σ
(b) X = F:v and v is a set such that for some extension w of v, F:w ∈ σ
or

(c) X is a set such that for some extension Y of X, Y ∈ σ

The order in which these rules of exponence apply is determined by a paradigm function,
which is partially defined in (41).
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(41) For any content cell⟨L, σ⟩ whose form correspondent is ⟨Z, τ⟩,
PF(⟨L, σ⟩) = PF(⟨Z, τ⟩) = [III: [II: [I: ⟨Z, τ⟩]]],
where [n: ⟨Z, τ⟩] is the result of applying ⟨Z, τ⟩ to the narrowest applicable rule
in Block n.
That is, they are applied using the Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis (Stump 2011).
Below, I show the application of these rules using the same example that has been used
so far: the first person plural cell.
PF(⟨HKAWEHŠEE, {SUBJ: 2/1 PL PROX}⟩) = PF(⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩)
= [III: [II: [I: ⟨tkawehšee, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}}⟩]]] =
I: X, V, {AGR: {{1}} ! niX
X, V, {AGR: {{2 ⋁ 2/1}} ! kiX
Here, as can be seen, the choice comes down to 1 or 2. Because 2 is not applicable to the
property set, Pāṇini’s Principle says that 1 is the appropriate rule: nitkawehšee.
II: X, V, {AGR: {{1 ⋁ 2/1}}} ! Xpe
X, V, {AGR: {{2 pl}}} ! Xpwa
In II, again, there is only one rule that is applicable, which is the first rule:
nitkawehšeepe.
III: X, V, {AGR: {{3 sg OBV}}} ! Xli
X, V, {AGR: {{3 pl OBV}}} ! Xhi
X, V, {AGR: {{3 pl PROX}}} ! Xki
Finally, Block III applies. However, because none of these rules is applicable to the
property set, none of these rules will apply. This gives the fully inflected word:
nitkawehšeepe, which can be verified by looking at Table 9.
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This has shown the major components of PFM and how they combine to form a fully
inflected realized word from the lexeme, the content form. In Section 7.3, I show how
PFM is applied to the TA paradigm, which will largely be much of the same ideas.
However, there are some differences that will need to be accounted for due to the fact
that there are two persons being marked on the verb.

Section 7.3: Morphological Analysis of the Transitive Animate
As mentioned in the previous section, for a canonical relation between content and from,
there should be a relation of identity. This, however, is not the case for the TA paradigm,
as shown in Tables 10 and 11. This stems from the fact that syntax is sensitive to
syntactic relations: subject and object. At the level of form, Shawnee is not sensitive to
this distinction. Instead, the form paradigm is sensitive to agreement relations in
Shawnee.
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {2 SG PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG OBV}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {1 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {2/1 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {2 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG OBV}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {1 SG PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG OBV}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 SG PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG OBV}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 SG PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 SG PROX}, OBJ: {2 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 SG PROX}, OBJ: {2 SG PROX}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 PL PROX}, OBJ: {1 SG PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2/1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 SG PROX}, OBJ: {1 SG PROX}⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

Corresponding form paradigm

Content paradigm of KKI ‘hide’

Table 10: The Content, Form, and Realized Paradigms of KKI 'hide'

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

⟨hokkilekwwaali, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilekwwa, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilekwna, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨nikkilekwna, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨hokkilekwi, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilekwa, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨nikkilekwa, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨hokkilaawali, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilaawa, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilaape, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨nikkilpe, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨hokkilaali, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 SG OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkila, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨nikkila, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilelepwa, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilele, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilipwa, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkili, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 SG PROX}}, INV: -⟩

Corresponding realized paradigm
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!
!
!
!
!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL OBV}, OBJ: {3 SG PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {1 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {2/1 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {2 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL OBV}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2/1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {2 SG PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 SG PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL OBV}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 SG PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {1 SG PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 SG PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {2 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {3 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL OBV}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {2 SG PROX}⟩

!

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 PL PROX}, OBJ: {1 PL PROX}⟩

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩

!

⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {2 SG PROX}, OBJ: {1 PL PROX}⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kkil, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

Table 11: The Content, Form, and Realized Paradigms of KKI 'hide' cont.

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

⟨hokkilekwwahi, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilekwwaaki, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilekwnaaki, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨nikkilekwnaaki, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨hokkilekwiiki, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilekwki, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨nikkilekwki, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨hokkilaawahi, {AGR: {3 PL PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilaawaaki, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilaapeniki, {AGR: {2/1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨nikkilaapeniki, {AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨hokkilahi, {AGR: {3 SG PROX}, {3 PL OBV}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilaaki, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨nikkilaaki, {AGR: {1 SG PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilelepe, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilelepwa, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: +⟩

⟨kikkilipe, {AGR: {2 PL PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

⟨kikkilipe, {AGR: {2 SG PROX}, {1 PL PROX}}, INV: -⟩

As Tables 10 and 11 shows, the content paradigm, which receives its information from
syntax, will show syntactic relations, those of subject and object, with properties for
person number, and obviations. On the other hand, the form and realized paradigms are
insensitive to syntactic relations and are sensitive only to agreement relations. This
change also necessitates another feature:

INV.

It receives a Boolean property of either +

(INVERSE) or – (DIRECT). This feature is necessary because without syntactic relations,
which Shawnee verbs do not overtly portray, there needs to be a way to show which
argument is subject and which is object.

According to Andrews (1994), /-l/ for some verbs6 is a transitivizing derivational affix
used to derive a transitive verb from an intransitive one. In order to derive the stem /kkil/
from the lexeme

KKI,

the stem function Stem applies to the content paradigm ⟨L, σ⟩:

Stem(⟨KKI, σ⟩) = kkil.

In addition to Stem, in order to arrive at the form paradigm from the content paradigm,
there needs to be a property mapping pm. As has been mentioned, Shawnee, much like
most languages, is not canonical in its relation between content and form. An abstract
property mapping can apply to all the cells within the TA paradigm in (42).
(42) pm([SUBJ: {α}, OBJ: {β}]) = [{AGR: {α}, {β}}, INV: -] if α > β
[{AGR: {α}, {β}}, INV: +] if β > α

6

There are other transitivizing affixes, but they are outside the scope of the current
discussion. See Andrews 1994 for further discussion.
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This mapping changes the relations in the content paradigm, which require there to be
syntactic relations to those in the form paradigm, which requires there to be agreement
and

INV

features. As an example, (43) shows the mapping for a first person exclusive

agent acting upon a third person plural object.
(43) pm([SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}]) = [{AGR: {1 PL PROX }, {3 PL PROX }},
INV:

-]

The second possible value of the function, in (44), would not apply because this is a
DIRECT

cell, not an INVERSE cell.

(44) *= [{AGR: {1 PL PROX }, {3 PL PROX }}, INV: +]

The form correspondence function Corr then applies to the appropriate stem function and
property mapping to derive a form cell from a content cell. (45) shows an example using
the same arguments as in (43).
(45) Corr(⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}}⟩) = ⟨ Stem(⟨KKI, σ⟩) = kkil,
pm([SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}]) = [{AGR: {1 PL PROX }, {3 PL PROX }}, INV: ]⟩

The application of Corr to them stem function and property mapping gives a definition to
show the change from content cells to form cells, like those in (46)
(46) ⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩
⟨kkil, {{AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -}⟩
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The paradigm function for Shawnee applies to a content cell with the value of the
paradigm function applied to a form cell whose value is a realized cell. (47) shows an
example.
(47) PF(⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩) =
PF(⟨kkil, {{AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -}⟩) =
⟨nikkilaapeniki, {{AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -}⟩

In order to arrive at the inflected form, however, rules of exponence need to be applied to
the stem. (48) shows the rules blocks that are necessary for the TA paradigm. Much like
in the analysis of the AI paradigm, because the properties in the rules can have the
various forms that they have, (49) and (50) need to be assumed.
(48) I: X, V, {AGR:{{1}}} ! niX
X, V, { AGR:{{2 ⋁ 2/1}}} ! kiX
X, V, { AGR:{{3}}} ! hoX
II: X, V, { AGR:{{3}}, INV:– } ! Xaa
X, V, { AGR:{{3}}, INV:+} ! Xekw
III: X, V, { AGR:{{2}, {1}}, INV:– } ! Xi
X, V, { AGR:{{2}, {1}}, INV:+} ! Xele
X, V, { AGR:{{1s ⋁ 2s}, {3s}}, INV:+} ! Xa
IV: X, V, {AGR:{{1p ⋁ 2/1}}, INV: – } ! Xpen
X, V, {AGR:{{1p ⋁ 2/1}}, INV: +} ! Xnaa
X, V, {AGR:{{2p ⋁ 3p}}} ! Xwaa
X, V, {AGR:{{2}, {1}}, NUM: {PL}} ! Xpwa
V: X, V, { AGR:{{3}, {3 sg obv}}} ! Xli
X, V, { AGR:{{3}, {3 pl obv}}} ! Xhi
X, V, { AGR:{{3 pl}, {1 ∨ 2}}} ! Xiki
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The order in which the rules apply is part of the paradigm function. The partial paradigm
function for the TA paradigm is in (49).
(49) For any content cell⟨L, σ⟩ whose form correspondent is ⟨Z, τ⟩,
PF(⟨L, σ⟩) = PF(⟨Z, τ⟩) = [V: [IV: [III: [II: [I: ⟨Z, τ⟩]]],
where [n: ⟨Z, τ⟩] is the result of applying ⟨Z, τ⟩ to the narrowest applicable rule
in Block n (Pāṇini’s Principle).

Before showing the application of the rules, it should be noted that, as it currently stands,
that Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis will not completely account for the TA paradigm.
As evidence of this, I present, again, Block I in (50).
(50) I: X, V, {AGR:{{1}}} ! niX
X, V, { AGR:{{2 ⋁ 2/1}}} ! kiX
X, V, { AGR:{{3}}} ! hoX
Given the example that has been used throughout this section (or any other combination
of persons), the Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis is not able to specify, for example,
which person in Block I should be placed as the person-marking prefix. The rules in
Block I simply ask for one property. However, in the TA paradigm, there are always two
person properties. Because two properties, in the example being used here {1} and {3},
are both applicable, then Pāṇini’s Principle dictates that the next criterion is narrowness.
However, the rules are equally narrow. They both only ask for one property. Thus, for
Shawnee, an addendum needs to be assumed for the Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis in
(51): the Hierarchy Principle in (52).
(51) Competition among members of the same rule blocks is in all cases resolved by
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either Pāṇini’s Principle or the Hierarchy Principle.

(52) In systems that makes reference to a hierarchy, if two or more rules in the same
block are compatible relative to an expression X and a complete and well-formed
set σ of morphosyntactic properties and the rules are all equally as narrow, the rule
with a property highest on the hierarchy takes precedence over the others in the
inflection of X for σ.

Whenever making even a small change to a theory, there should be a few considerations.
The first consideration that a change in theory might imply us whether a different
approach should be considered. For several reasons that have been discussed, a different
approach does not seem necessary. The other consideration is one of utility. That is, the
change should not just be one that would work for one language; it should be wider
reaching. Otherwise, which returns to the first point, a different approach might be
necessary. However, this change to the Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis is wide
reaching. It will, as will be shown, account for Shawnee data. It will also account for the
Plains Cree data that was shown from Dahlstrom. Although, not applied to the data,
personal communication with Dr. Rusty Barrett suggests that the Hierarchy Principle
would account fro some Mayan languages as well.

It should be noted that the Hierarchy Principle should apply after Pāṇini’s Principle. That
ism if there is a narrower applicable rule, that rule should take precedence. Below, I show
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the application of the rule blocks using the paradigm function and the revised Pāṇinian
Determinism Hypothesis.
PF(⟨KKI, {SUBJ: {1 PL PROX}, OBJ: {3 PL PROX}⟩) = PF(⟨kkil, {{AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL
PROX}}, INV: -}⟩)

= [V: [IV: [III: [II: [I: ⟨kkil, {{AGR: {1 PL PROX}, {3 PL PROX}}, INV: -

}⟩]]]

I:

X, V, {AGR:{{1}}} ! niX
X, V, { AGR:{{2 ⋁ 2/1}}} ! kiX
X, V, {AGR:{{3}}} ! hoX

In Block I, there are two rules that are applicable: the ones asking for agreement for 1 and
3. Neither one of them is narrower than the other. Due to this, the Hierarchy Principle
becomes relevant. In Shawnee, the animacy hierarchy, again, is 2 > 1 > 3. Thus, in this
block, the first rule takes precedence: nikkil.

II:

X, V, {AGR:{{3}}, INV:– } ! Xaa
X, V, {AGR:{{3}}, INV:+} ! Xekw

Block II says that if there is a third person property and an inverse feature (+ or -) in the
property set, it will apply. The property set contains both of these properties. The
property set contains the one for INV: -, thus the first rule takes precedence: nikkilaa.

III:

X, V, { AGR:{{2}, {1}}, INV:– } ! Xi
X, V, { AGR:{{2}, {1}}, INV:+} ! Xele
X, V, { AGR:{{1s ⋁ 2s}, {3s}}, INV:+} ! Xa
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Block III is about marking another person. The first two rules ask for agreement of the
second and first persons on the verb and differ in direction. Neither is applicable because
the current example uses first and third persons. The second rule asks for agreement
between a first or second person with a third person with the inverse. This rule will also
not apply because the current example is

INV:

-. Thus, there will be no change in the

word: nikkilaa.

IV:

X, V, {AGR:{{1p ⋁ 2/1}}, INV: – } ! Xpen
X, V, {AGR:{{1p ⋁ 2/1}}, INV: +} ! Xnaa
X, V, {AGR:{{2p ⋁ 3p}}} ! Xwaa
X, V, {AGR:{{2}, {1}}, NUM: {PL}} ! Xpwa

Block IV has to do with marking plurality. The first two rules mark the first person plural
in the direct and inverse. The third rule will apply if there is a second or third person and
the plural property. Finally, the last will make reference to both person properties. If the
agreement is between the first and second persons, it will apply. Because the property set
contains the first person, plural and inverse properties, the first rule will apply. However,
the third rule will also apply. The first rules takes precedence because it is narrower:
nikkilapen.

V:

X, V, { AGR:{{3}, {3 sg obv}}} ! Xli
X, V, { AGR:{{3}, {3 pl obv}}} ! Xhi
X, V, { AGR:{{3 pl}, {1 ∨ 2}}} ! Xiki

These rules mark obviation or a third person plural animate. The first two will mark the
obviative when there are two third persons, which are distinguished by number. The last
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rule applies if there is a third person plural actor and an actor other than another third
person. Within the current example, the third rule is the only one that is applicable:
nikkilapeniki, which is the fully inflected word form and can be verified by consulting
Tables 10 and 11.

This section has shown how PFM would apply to give an analysis of the TA paradigm.
Because there is a difference of content and form, a different feature needed to be used
for form. Also, due to the fact that Shawnee makes reference to rules that are not
narrower, the Pāṇinian Determinism Hypothesis needed an addendum.
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Section 8: Implications and Conclusion
Using the Shawnee alignment system, this thesis has shown how morphology and syntax
interface. Given that LFG’s m-structure is underdeveloped, this thesis used PFM to apply
to m-structure. This application has given rise to several ideas.

It is clear from the analysis that Shawnee morphology makes reference to properties to
which syntax is completely insensitive. Give that syntax is sensitive to grammatical
functions and morphology is not necessarily sensitive to these relations, this analysis is a
little more evidence of the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis: morphology is a separate and
autonomous entity from syntax.

Although the current architecture of PFM is able to handle most of the verbal inflectional
system of Shawnee, there were problems that arose with the Pāṇinian Determinism
Hypothesis due to the fact that sometimes rules of exponence are not narrower. This gave
ruse to the Hierarchy Principle, which should account for several languages that use
hierarchical alignment.
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